


This is a game where you can create your own digital world filled with creatures called towners. 

Think of it as Tamagotchi Metaverse where you can watch your towners clone, reproduce and evolve 
into unique and charming creatures.

ALIEN APE ZOMBIE



LIFECYCLES, REPRODUCTION 
AND CLONING

Each Towner will live for 3 months, then the
character becomes inactive within the game.

To continue the lineage of the Towner you
have 2 options:

Cloning:
Create a new Towner from the original
before its life ends.

Reproduction:
Towners can reproduce with another and it's
the only way to increase the population.

A cozy life sim for the web3 era

Crafting:

Play&Own: Digital collectibles

To manufacture and create objects you
will have to collect or trade materials
found in each town.

It will be possible to sell and recycle
materials to get rarer items.

Pets:
This are creatures that will help you
complete different tasks and get new recipes.



A DAY IN THE LIFE 
OF AN ALIEN TOWNER
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A DAY IN THE LIFE 
OF AN APE TOWNER
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A DAY IN THE LIFE 
OF A ZOMBIE TOWNER
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HOME STORE GYM MACHINITAS

A tamagotchi metaverse
You can move to different places looking for activities such as 
training your character or playing in the arcade for a while.



CHARACTERS

They're the inhabitants of New Festival
Town, collectible digital characters with a
limited life.

PNKS: Soft currency (Not 
crypto)
The native currency of the game
That serves for various activities.

Towners

Generate
They’re the original
characters of the
game…also known as
Cryptachos.

Transmutate
They come from
cryptoart projects and
have been integrated
into the game.

NFT SYSTEM & ECONOMY

HOME
You must pay your apartment fee to

obtain ownership of your home, this is 
part of the gameplay loop and the 

only way to get it is by playing.

OBJECTS
Items in New Festival Town are
also perishable, they have their
own rarity system in addition 

to being NFTs.



Definition of initial game and mechanics

2023 ROADMAP
STEPS

1

2 Create smart contracts on Near.

3 Launch of website and demo.

4

5

6

Launch of apartment decoration.

Launch of town exploration

Launch of crafting and pets

7 Inter-town traveling

2024



TEAM PARTNERS

andresr@asharastudios.com

https://linktr.ee/asharastudios

Studio developing experiences 
for the metaverse.

Guild dedicated to training gamers 
and citizens of the metaverse.

https://linktr.ee/asharastudios

